
       SHOOTING CLASSES  
1   Male Bowhunter Open (MBO) A compound, recurve, or longbow shot with
no restrictions on sights, stabilizers, or style of release.  ORANGE stake;
maximum 50 yards.  
2   Female Bowhunter Open (FBO) A compound, recurve, or longbow shot with no 
restrictions on sights, stabilizers, or style of release.  GREEN stake; maximum 45 yards.
3   Youth Male Open (YMO) 15-17 A compound, recurve, or longbow shot with no 
restrictions on sights, stabilizers, or style of release.  GREEN stake; maximum 45 yards.
4   Youth Female Open (YFO) 15-17 A compound, recurve, or longbow shot with no 
restrictions on sights, stabilizers, or style of release. YELLOW stake; maximum 35 yard
5    Barebow (BB) (Male & Female)A compound, recurve, or longbow shot, shot with 
fingers or finger tab without a sighting device or stabilizers with no restriction of arrow
rest YELLOW stake; maximum 35 yards.
6    Traditional (TRAD) (Male & Female) A recurve or longbow shot with fingers or 
finger tab without a sighting device or stabilizer. Arrow should be shot from the shelf 
or hand with no elevated rest. WHITE stake. Max 30 yards.
7.Recurve un-aided (RU) (Male & Female) A recurve or longbow shot with fingers or 
finger tab without a sighting device or stabilizer. With no restriction on rest WHITE 
stake. Max 30 yards.
8   Junior Open 13-14 (JO) (Male & Female)A compound, recurve, or longbow shot with 
no restrictions on sights, stabilizers, or style of release.  WHITE stake; max 30 yards.
9   Traditional 15-17 (T15-17)(Male & Female) A recurve or longbow without a sighting 
device with no restriction of arrow rest .WHITE stake; max 30 yards.
10     Traditional 13-14 (T13-14) (Male & Female) A recurve or longbow shot with 
fingers or finger tab without a sighting device or stabilizer with no restriction of arrow 
rest RED stake. Max 20 yards.
11    Cub  (CUB) 8-12 Years of Age   A bow with or without a sight; can be shot with a 
release aid or fingers.    RED stake   Max 20 yards.   
 12   Traditional 10-12 (T10-12)(Male & Female) A recurve or longbow shot with 
fingers or finger tab without a sighting device or stabilizer   with no restriction of 
arrow rest   BLUE stake. Max 15 yards.               
13   Cub Junior (CUBJ) Under 8 Years of Age   (Male & Female) A bow with or without 
a sight; can be shot with a release aid or fingers. BLUE stake 15 yards.
14   NON-COMPETITIVE     Competitors who are NOT full members will shoot in this 
divisions.    Entry fee is the same. The competitor is not confined to shooting a full 
round from the same stake, but can move between stakes depending on the difficulty of 

the individual shot……………… Groups may be combined if a group 
contains less than four competitors


